
PICK
THE BEST MOMENTS

Your smart personal photographer. Hands-free and easy to use.

Face Recognition & 
Auto Subject Searching

Pan & Tilt with 
Image Stabilisation

Voice-Activated 
Controls

Remote Shooting
Wi-Fi & Bluetooth 
Compatible

Built-in 3x 
Optical Zoom

3X
ZOOM
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Often, the best memories are created when we least expect it.

The Canon PowerShot PICK is your smart personal photographer 
that’s automated to do everything for you!

Equipped with face recognition, automatic composition and automatic 
shooting, the PowerShot PICK gets all the job done so you can sit back 
and enjoy hands-free photography. You don’t need to be a camera 
expert to get great shots.

Indoors or outdoors, this small and portable device is perfect for 
capturing those natural, unexpected moments of you and your loved 
ones anytime, anywhere!

With voice-activated controls, you can capture your unique journey 
every day by simply saying ‘Hello PICK’ to start.

It’s that easy!

SAY HELLO
TO PICK!
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A Camera That Recognises You

   Face Recognition & Subject Tracking

The PowerShot PICK automatically searches, detects and recognises the 
faces of people around it while Nano USM technology allows for quiet, 
high-speed tracking of subjects as they move.

You can even customise shooting preferences, register detected faces 
and select their shooting priority for the camera, all on  
the Connect app for MiniPTZ Cam!

Automatic Shooting

The PowerShot PICK takes into consideration your smiles and 
composition variations, extracting the good scenes as it automatically 
captures you, your family and friends in action!

The result? A super easy and seamless user experience that’s  
hands-free and fuss-free. With PowerShot PICK, you can get good 
photos and videos even without expert camera knowledge!
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Let It Work Its Magic
    Automatic Composition  
    Adjustment

Using Canon’s unique algorithm, 
the PowerShot PICK can automatically 
search for people nearby. Together with 
built-in 3x optical zoom, it also adjusts 
image composition on its own using 
pan, tilt and zoom mechanisms based 
on the number of faces detected,  
as well as the position, orientation and  
size of the subjects!

All Clear, Always Stable

The camera’s built-in image stabilisation 
system helps to suppress significant 
shaking–giving you stable and clearer 
photos and video footage!

Compact & Lightweight

Weighing only about 170g*, this lightweight device fits nicely on your 
palm and can easily be used handheld or mounted on a tripod. It uses  
a microSD card for memory storage and can be easily recharged 
using USB-C cables. Whether it’s outdoors, on your tabletop or 
in your bag–it fits almost anywhere!

*including battery, based on CIPA standards
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Tilt: approx. 110o

Pan:
approx. 340o



Automatically shoots 
a series of still photos.

Starts recording a short video.
Say “Hello PICK” to 
stop recording.

Automatically searches for 
other subjects in the area.

Stops automatic shooting. 
Say “Hello PICK” to resume 
automatic shooting.

* Supported languages: English, Chinese, Japanese,
French, German, Italian and Spanish

Hello PICK,
Record a video!

Hello PICK,

Hello PICK,
Snap a picture!

Hello PICK,
Find others!

Hello PICK, Snap A Picture!

    Voice-Activated Controls

With specific voice commands*, you can instruct your PowerShot PICK 
to snap a photo or record a video for you. You don’t have to lift a finger!

Your hands are full, but this moment could be priceless,  
and that’s where we come in super handy.
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Clever, Easy To Use

Easy Steps To Turn On The Fun 

1. Turn on the power and start automatic shooting. 
    (Pairing with a smartphone is required when 
    turning on device for the first time.) 
2. Place camera in position. 
3. Check images and videos  
    via the smartphone app. 
4. Save content to 
    smartphone’s camera roll  
    as needed.

Go Live

Connect PowerShot PICK to your PC wirelessly and let it 
be your webcam and go live using the dedicated software 
Wireless Webcam Utility for Mini PTZ Cam .   
Camera orientation can be  
easily controlled within  
the software.

∞

   Smart Connectivity & Controls

Easily connect your PowerShot PICK 
to your smartphone or tablet with 
Bluetooth or Wi-Fi via the dedicated 
Connect app for MiniPTZ Cam. There, 
you can use the app to perform remote 
shooting and manually control the camera 
to snap photos or record videos. You can 
also view photos and videos, or even 
generate unique highlight videos^ too!
^ Applicable for iOS only.

Power On
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Visit our YouTube channel  
to see more of the  
PowerShot PICK in action!

∞ Currently available on 
Windows only as of Oct 
2021. Camera firmware 
version 1.1.0 or later 
is required.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=piisbEEbSVE&list=PL-EgEP2R4122y_fGqTaP9p1xarMp1yFgP
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=piisbEEbSVE&list=PL-EgEP2R4122y_fGqTaP9p1xarMp1yFgP


SPECIFICATIONS
Colours White         Black 

* Product colour availability varies by country and region.

Image sensor Max approx. 11.7 megapixels, 1/2.3-type CMOS sensor
Image processor DIGIC 7
Zoom
magnification Optical zoom: Max. 3x / Digital zoom: Max. 4x

Optics

Focal length 19 - 57mm (35mm equivalent)
Max. aperture f/2.8–5.0

Shooting distance W: 20cm to infinity 
T: 30cm to infinity

Image Stabilsation 
(IS)

Stills: Mechanical control of rotation angle (lens barrel) 
Movie: Movie digital IS

Pan/tilt functions
(movable range)

Pan direction: Max. approx. -170o (left) to approx. +170o (right) [about 340o], rotatable
Tilt direction: Max. approx. -20o (down) to approx. +90o (up) [about 110o], rotatable

Recording format Still photo: JPEG | Video: MP4

Recorded pixel
Still photo 4000 x 3000 (4:3)

4000 x 2248 (16:9)

Video 1920 x 1080  
23.98/29.97/59.94 fps

Shutter speed
Still photo: AUTO fixed (1/16000 to 1/8 sec.)

Video: AUTO fixed (1/16000 to 1/30 sec.)

ISO speed
Still photo AUTO fixed: 100 to 6400

Video AUTO fixed: 100 to 3200
White balance AUTO fixed
AF Method Face + Tracking AF (Continuous AF possible)
Shooting modes Automatic / Remote

Automatic
shooting

Continuous drive time  
and max. number of shots

Frequency – High: 2 hrs. | approx. 300 shots/hr
Frequency – Mid: 3.5 hrs. | approx. 150 shots/hr
Frequency – Low: 5 hrs. | approx. 75 shots/hr

Video recording time  
(per individual video) 10 to 30 sec.

People recognisable  
distance Max. 5 m

People tracking 
distance 30 cm to 5 m

Pan/tilt speed Max. 150o/sec

Remote shooting

Shooting mode Still photo/video
Max. video shooting time Max. approx. 29min. 59sec.
Exposure compensation ± 2.0 stops (1/3 stop increments)

Metering system Evaluative metering fixed

 Voice commands

Number of commands 4 (specific key words)
Recommended range 1 to 3 m (in a quiet room)

Video shooting time  
(per individual video)

2min.  
* Automatic stop

* Can be stopped by calling: Hello Pick

Speaker Yes
Microphone Stereo

Storage media
microSD1 / microSDHC2 / microSDXC2 memory cards

1 SD Class 4 or higher required for Full HD recording 
2 UHS-I supported

Connectivity USB Type-C, Wi-Fi (2.4GHz), Bluetooth (BLE, 4.1)
CCAPI Support Canon Camera Control API is supported during Wi-Fi connection
Battery type Built-in (not user replaceable)
USB charging/ 
power supply Available

Dimensions 
(CIPA compliant) 56.4 mm x 81.9 mm (diameter x height)

Weight 
(CIPA compliant) Approx. 170 g (including battery and memory card)
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This document is for information only and the contents are subject to change without notice. Errors and omissions  
excepted. Images are simulated. Weight and dimensions are approximates. Nothing in this document should be  
construed as a warranty. Product/Service options, name and availability may vary by region. We expressly disclaim any  
liability or contractual obligations with respect to this document. Canon and PowerShot, among others are  
trademarks of Canon Inc. and/or its affiliates. Other names, marks and logos contained in this document may  
be the registered trademarks or trademarks of their respective owners.
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https://asia.canon/en/consumer/PowerShot-PICK/product

